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A phenomenological quantum-mechanical calculation of various types of nonlinear dynamic
phenomena is carried out for antiferromagnets with anisotropy of the "easy plane" type;
these phenomena are interesting because of their susceptibility to detailed investigation
by modern experimental methods. It is shown, in particular, that the threshold field for
occurrence of parallel-pumping instability is inversely proportional to the Dzyaloshinskil
field responsible for weak ferromagnetism. Also calculated are effects of a combination
type, connected with interaction of two branches of the spin-wave spectrum (low- and
high-frequency).
1. INTRODUCTION

THERE is at present a growing interest in the
nonlinear dynamics of antiferromagnetic structures, which open up unique possibilities for detailed study of the processes of interaction of antiferromagnetic spin waves both with each other and
with other elementary excitations of the crystal.
Nonlinear dynamical phenomena are observed, as
a rule, at appreciable amplitudes of the alternating magnetic field used to excite oscillations of
the system. The frequencies of characteristic
oscillations of the magnetic sublattices of typical
antiferromagnets lie in the long-wave infrared (IR)
region of the spectrum (A.~ 100 to 2000 p), in
which there so far exist no sufficiently powerful
and convenient sources of radiation. Therefore
from the point of view of nonlinear -process investigation, the most interesting antiferromagnets at
present are those whose characteristic frequencies
of oscillation, for one reason or another, are low
enough to permit study of them by the well-developed methods of microwave spectroscopy, including methods that use high power levels.
The simplest of the nonlinear effects-"premature" saturation of antiferromagnetic resonance
(AFMR), produced by instability of spin waves degenerate with the uniform precession-was discovered and was calculated quasiclassically by
Heeger[1J in KMnF 3, in which the AFMR frequency
is low because of the small magnitude of the anisotropy field. A similar effect was observed by
Borovik-Romanov and Prozorova[ 2 ] in a single
crystal of MnC0 3 • The latter substance possesses
two resonance frequencies,

+

w10 = f.l[Ho(Ho
Hn) ]'!• I li,
wzo = f.l[H2AE + Hn (Ho + Hn) J'i' I li
(all notation here and below agrees with that used
in [ 3 ]); the first is essentially determined by the
external field H0 and therefore, at the usual field
strengths, lies in the microwave range, whereas
the second is close to the submillimeter range
(pHAE /27Tti ~ 4.13 em -i[ 4J). This structure of
the AFMR spectrum of MnC0 3 and of antiferromagnets similar to it is due to the special form of
the anisotropy of these substances; in the absence
of a magnetic field, for sublattices aligned antiparallel, there is a whole plane of "easy" directions (it is supposed that the anisotropy within this
plane itself is negligibly small ) .
Besides the availability of the experimental
methods of microwave spectroscopy and the relative simplicity of the sublattice motions at the frequency w 10 , antiferromagnets with anisotropy of
the "easy plane" type are of interest, from the
point of view of nonlinear-phenomena study, also
because of the presence in them of the high-frequency branch of the oscillations. The fact is that
the two branches-the low-frequency and the highfrequency-are coupled with each other by nonlinear terms in the equations of motion of the sublattices. This coupling, naturally, manifests itself
only at appreciable amplitudes of oscillation in one
of the branches (or in both at once ) . But the lower
branch ( w10 ) can be sufficiently strongly excited by
present methods; therefore microwave -submillimeter experiments of "combination" type can give
a significant volume of information about the magnitude of the coupling between oscillations in the
different branches.
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NONLINEAR DYNAMICS OF ANTIFERROMAGNETS
In the present work, a quantum-mechanical calculation is made of the various nonlinear effects
that are possible in antiferromagnets with anisotropy of the "easy plane" type.
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For the interaction Hamiltonians, which describe
processes participated in by three and four spin
waves (magnons) respectively, we get
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Anisotropy in the basal plane, as before, is not
taken into account.
For the most interesting case ( H 0 in the basal
plane xy, for example along the x axis ) , we get
the ground state ( T « TN )
M1x(O) = Mzx(O)

,

JC.nt- \

where the magnetic field H is composed of the
constant external field H 0 and the self-field Hs
of the spin waves; the latter is described by the
equations of magnetostatics,
rot Hs = 0,

(2rtf1Mo) 'h
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If, as is usual, the exchange interaction is large,
then
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On carrying out the usual procedure, with use
of the auxiliary·system of coordinates introduced
in [ 3], we transform the Hamiltonian (1) to the
form
(4)
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To diagonalize the Hamiltonian :JC0, we transform from the operators a~k· ask to the operators
c;k, Csk (s = 1, 2):
2
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= ~
-'.J (U srCrke-h r 'f71
r=l

+ v+

+

srCr-k

ei• r '!It)

(8)

Then, by using in the usual way the equations of
motion of the operators a~k• ask [ 5], we get the
two branches of the oscillations:

+ 2(ao.ZZ + ~oX2 + yo¥2)
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B 2- D 2

0

2 2
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where for conciseness of notation we have introduced the abbreviations
ao=A +C-B-D,

~o=A-C-B+D,

yo=A +B+C+D.

For 21r/y « 1, it is possible to obtain in a more
convenient form the spectrum of the spin waves of
an antiferromagnet with anisotropy of the "easy
plane" type, with the field of the spin waves taken
into account:
2
[ 1 + 4:rt
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y kk2
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=
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•
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For the transformation coefficients Usr. Vsr
with the field of the spin waves taken into account,
cumbersome expressions are obtained. These differ from those calculated earlier, [ 3 ] however,
only by factors of the order of [ 1 + 27rrl(k)/y],
where I n ( k) I "' 1. Therefore below, as a rule,
the values of Usr and Vsr used will be those calculated without taking account of the field of the
spin waves:
Uu

=

Uz!

=

[(A

= - Uzz =
vl! = V21 = -

u12

lower branch, which interact with a spin wave of
the same branch but with k = 0 (that is, with the
low-frequency uniform precession of the magnetic
moments of the sublattices ). A quantum-mechanical calculation of the amplitude of the alternating
field at which saturation begins consists, according to White and Sparks[ 6 J, in a determination of
the number of quanta of the uniform precession
(for instability in the case of "parallel pumping,"
the number of photons) at which only an infinite
number of parametrically excited spin waves can
maintain a stationary distribution of populations
of the spin levels of the system.
First of all it must be mentioned that in an
antiferromagnet with anisotropy of the "easy
plane" type, just as in KMnF 3 [ 1J, three-magnon
processes have no great significance in the consideration of instabilities of the lower branch 1 >:
because of the small influence of the field of the
spin waves on the spectrum of the system [ cf. (9a),
(9b)], the requirement of the law of conservation
of energy in collisions of magnons gives threshold
fields dependent on processes of odd order within
a single branch that are extremely large and, as
a rule, practically unattainable.
The instability under investigation is caused by
a four-magnon process, in which two quanta of the
uniform precession are annihilated and a magnon
pair (two spin waves with oppositely directed nonzero momenta) is created. To calculate the corresponding threshold field, we express :JCI~t in
terms of c;k and Csk and, keeping only the terms
that describe this process, get
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3. THRESHOLD SATURATION OF LOW- AND
HIGH-FREQUENCY AFMR

The expression for <Pookk has been obtained to
within terms proportional either to k 2 or to sin 2 1/J;
the first may be disregarded, since in this process
only magnons with k = 0 participate, and the second are small when 1/J « 1.
We furthermore construct, with the aid of (11),
an expression for the probabilities of transitions

Threshold saturation of low-frequency AFMR,
in the antiferromagnets considered, occurs because
of parametric excitation of short spin waves of the

1)1£ we disregard very small external fields, of order 2rrHn/y;
these, however, are without experimental interest.

v12 = - v22 =

(10)
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that increase and decrease the number n1 0 of
quanta of the uniform precession by two; thus we
can find an equation for the time rates of change
of the occupation numbers n1 0, n1k• and n1-k
( cf. [6]):
.
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=---,--~n10 I<Dookk
n
-
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.
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From this and from (10) it follows that the characteristic values of the operator G are
(14b)

nlk),
-

(12)

Here An 10 = 2, since in every collision the number
of quanta of the uniform precession changes by
two; ( 1rti277 1k) - 1 is the density of the final state expressed in terms of the relaxation frequency 17ik
of a magnon ( Eik· k) (as in [ 6 ], it is assumed that
771k = 771-k); n1k and n1-k are the equilibrium values of the occupation numbers of the corresponding
magnons (n 1k = n 1-k); furthermore, because of the
requirement of the law of conservation of energy
( E1k = E1o ), 4>ookk""' 11 2 'Y/16V.
From the condition of stationarity ( n1k = n1-k
0 ), and by taking into account that until the actual
moment of onset of instability 1 « n1k. n1-k « n1o•
we get

=

(13)

=

where n10
ti771k/21 <I>ookk 1. Thus instability occurs when n1o = nw.
To find the relation between the number of
quanta of the uniform precession and the amplitude
of the magnetic field, we notice that from the classical equations of motion for the uniform precession without damping [ 7 ] it follows that (m = M 1 + M 2 )

== (Homl + (Ho + HD)m/)V2 =

const.

(14)

The value of the constant is determined by the
"initial" values of the components of m; for these,
it is convenient to take the stationary my and mz,
calculated with allowance for damping and for the
alternating magnetic field that sustains the oscillations.1 If the alternating field is h = ( 0, 0, hze -iWtot ),
then the corresponding constant is
(14a)
where 'Ym is the magnetomechanical ratio, m 0
Mf~> + M~r, and 77 10 is the relaxation frequency
of the uniform precession (connected by the relation 111o = 'Ym.6.H 10 /2 with the AFMR line width
.6-Hto ).
On the other hand, by regarding the combination
(14) as an operator and by using the formulas for

=

transformation from the operators Ms to the operators a;, as (cf. [ 3 ]) together with the equalities (8), we get

-

- 2 n1o- 2T]Ik (ni-k- n1-k).

G(t)
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Comparison of (14a) with (14b) gives the relation
between hz and n 10 ; this, after substitution into
(13), leads to the desired expression for the critical amplitude of the alternating magnetic field:
(15)

where
T]1k

= Vm~Hik I 2,

Wik

=

llik

Jft.

This formula agrees with that derived by Heeger [ 1]
for KMnF 3 (in comparing them, it is necessary to
take account of the facts that in [t] .6-H denotes
not the complete line but its half-width, and that
the calculation was made for a circularly polarized alternating field).
If the low-frequency AFMR is excited by a field
with y-polarization, then
G<Y>(O) = (Ho

+ HD) (vmmohvoi2TJt0)

2

V2

and therefore
hyc

=

hzc[Ho / (Ho

+ H D) J'i'.

(16)

At a field amplitude above the threshold value,
there is established some new stationary state of
populations of the spin levels of the system. A calculation of it, however, would be very complicated
and must take account of the converse influence of
the excited spin waves on the uniform precession[8J.
Threshold saturation of high-frequency AFMR,
in contrast to low-frequency, can arise also from
a process in which only three magnons participate:
the law of conservation of energy does not prohibit
a quantum of the uniform precession, of frequency
w 20 , from splitting into two spin waves of the lower
branch, with frequencies w1K = Wt-K = w20 /2 and
wave vectors K and - K, where

IX I =

( ll2o2

-

4e102 )

'/,

I 2E>ca.

Processes of this nature, as has already been remarked [ 3, 9 ], are a peculiar characteristic of antiferromagnets with anisotropy of the "easy plane"
type .
To calculate the threshold field due to this process, we write that part of the Hamiltonian (6),
transformed by means of (8), which corresponds
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to annihilation or creation of a quantum of the highfrequency uniform precession:

+h.c.;

(17)

which, naturally, is applicable only for those H 0's
for which the requirement E20 == 2Etk can be satisfied.
Four-magnon instability of the high-frequency
AFMR can arise from processes to which correspond terms in JC~~t that contain

here <I>kko denotes the following expression:
<D~o-ko =

(2J-t 3/MoVr 1'{4:rtMocos'ljl(U!k + V1k)

X ( U!k U2o

+ V1k V2o)

X 2kzky/k

+ i (Ho ( U1k

2

2

Uzo- V1k2 Vzo) + (M0a1zk2

+ 4:rtMokl/k )sin 2\jl(U!k- V!k) ( U!k Uzo + V!k Vzo)

(and their conjugates). The coefficient of the third
combination of operators vanishes by Eq. (1 O); to
the first combination, as is easily shown, corresponds a threshold field

2

+ 4:rtMo sin 2'\jl U1k V!k (U2o- Vzo) lim (k3x2/kl)]}. (17a)

hxc ( 820 + 8zo--+ 82k + 82-k) = 2!'t.H2o (2vm!'t.Hzk I Wzo) •;,,

(23a)

kJ-+0

When account is taken of the requirement of the
law of conservation of energy ( E20 == 2E 1K ), expressed by the presence in (17) of the time exponent, the expressions for the occupation numbers
take the form
n20

=

(41 IDxxo 12/nlJix) [(n20 + 1) nlxnl-K- n20 (nlK + 1)

X (ni-x+ 1)],

nl>< -= - n20- 2l]Ix (nix- nl><),

iz1-x

=-

(18)

,;20- 2YJlx (ni-X- ni-x)•

nzo = n2c = h2Y] 1x2 I 41 <Dxxo 12 •

(19)

To find an explicit form for <I>KKO• we use formula
(10), since introduction of the values of the coefficients U sk and Vsk calculated with allowance for
the field of the spin waves gives a correction of
only small relative size (of order 27r~-tMo I E20 );
furthermore, we are interested in the field range
21rHn/Y « H0, therefore we neglect the terms with
sin 21/J in (17a); we get

+ 3:rtMo8zoXzXy I J-tHEx

(17b)

2 ).

If we furthermore use the equality

2HE(mx- mo) 2 + [HA

+ HD

(Ho

Iq I =

1-l (HAE2

+ Bn2 -

Ho2 )

•;,

I Elca.

Comparison of the amplitudes (22) and (23a, b)
shows that for typical values of 6H 20 and 2.-Hsk
and in the fields usually applied, the former is
much smaller than the latter.

Magnon-photon instability is a threshold excitation of a magnon pair with destruction of one or
more photons. According to White and Sparks [G],
it is an adequate description of parametric excitation of spin waves by an alternating magnetic field
without aid of a uniform precession (for example,
in ferrites, "parallel pumping").
To calculate similar effects in antiferromagnets
with anisotropy of the "easy plane" type, we write
that part of the addition to the Hamiltonian (1), due
to the external alternating field h (hx, hy, hz ),
which is quadratic in the operators a;k and ask=
b::Jf = J-tH nb'IJ ~ (a 1k +atk

+ H D) I 2HE]lz

2

k

which follows from the classical equations of motion for the uniform precession (1 = M 1 - M 2 ), we
find
(21)
and then also the expression for the threshold amplitude (due to the three-magnon process),
=

1

2

/'t.H 20

(23b)

where, of course,

+a

2 k +a 2k)

(20)

::::= const,

hxc (820 ---+ 81x + 81-x)

hxc (82o + 82o---+ 81q + 81-q) = !'t.H20 (2rm!'t.H 1qlro 20)'1•,

4. MAGNON-PHOTON INSTABILITY

Consequently, instability occurs when

<Dxxo ::::= J-t 2 ( V / 28zo V) •;, (iHo

and to the second a field

(24)
here, by virtue of (3), 61/J == hx/2HE. Hence it is
clear that from the standpoint of the phenomena
under study, two polarizations of the alternating
magnetic field are of interest: parallel to the equilibrium ferromagnetic vector m <o>, and parallel to
the equilibrium antiferromagnetiq vector 1< 0 >.
We consider the case h = (h 0e 1wvt, 0, 0). Following (6), we express this field in terms of creation and annihilation operators of photons ( Av is
a normalization factor ) :
hx = iAv(2:nnrov)'h(cve-iwvt- cv+eiwvt).

(25)
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Then, using (8) and (10), we transform the first
term in (24) to the form
l'J2Je(x) = Av(2:rrlirov)'i•

~ {Pu(

iCvC!k+c{_k

k

x exp [ ~ ( e,k

+ e1-k -

lirov) t

J+h. C.) +

P22 ( icv c2k + ci_k

[-~ (ezk + ez-k- lirov) t J+h. c.)};
~tHn(U11*V,,* + U2,*V21*) /2HE ~ 11Hn

x exp
Pu =

Pzz= ~tlln(U,z*V,z•

+ U2z*Vzz*)

/2HE

/4e,k,

~ flHn/4ezk,

hos cr = min {11Hsk · 2esk / 11H D } ,

w 2k ± Wfk· Analysis of expression (24), transformed with the aid of (8) and (10), shows that
the coefficients of the corresponding combinations
of operators in the perturbation Hamiltonian differ from zero only in the presence of a y component of the alternating field. Considering, therefore, the case h = ( 0, h 0eiwvt, 0) by the method
just described, we get (unimportant terms have
again been omitted )
{)2/e(U)

= iAv (2nlirov) '/,

(26)

here terms containing the operators c;c~kCsk·
cvCskSs -k and their conjugates have been omitted
as unimportant.
The expression obtained, which agrees with (17)
as regards its structure, enables us to draw the
conclusion that the energy of an alternating magnetic field parallel to the constant field can be intensively absorbed by the specimen if its frequency
is equal to 2w 1k or 2w 2k, and if its amplitude exceeds a certain threshold value, which is smaller,
the larger the Dzyaloshinskii interaction that determines the weak ferromagnetic moment of an
antiferromagnet.
A procedure similar to that used in the determination of the three-magnon instability threshold
leads to the following values of the threshold amplitudes (the relation between the amplitude ho and
the number of photons nv is given by the formula
h~ = 8wl1wvA~ nv):
(27)

where s is equal to 1 or to 2, according as
"parallel pumping" is carried out at a frequency
wv equal to 2w 1k or to 2w 2k. A calculation on the
basis of the classical equations of motion gives the
same result.
The presence of the Dzyaloshinskii field in the
denominator of (27) leads us to expect a very small
value of the threshold field in antiferromagnets in
which HD is large (for example, in CoC03, with
HD ~ 25 kOe [iO,i1J). Furthermore, the effect differs basically from threshold absorption of a parallel field in a ferromagnet [! 2 ]: the occurrence of
magnon-photon instability with excitation of uniform precession, in an antiferromagnet with anisotropy of the "easy plane" type, is due to internal
(anisotropy) interactions, and not to a special
shape of the specimen.

5. COMBINATION EFFECTS
Combination effects include phenomena caused
by an alternating magnetic field of frequency
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~

{ P 12 Cv Ctk Czk +

k

X

exp

[-~ (e2k- elk- firov)t J

+ 012Cv Ctk+ci-k exp
P,z =

[~

(elk+ e2-k- firov) t ]}

+ h.C.;

(U,2"Uu + V,2"V11- Uz2"U21- V2z"V21)

+ e2k) /2(en,B2k)';,,
(U!I*V,z* + U,z*VI1*- U21*Vz2*- Uzz*V2t*)

~ fl(e,k

Q,2 =

~ ~t(etk- e2k) /2 (e,kezk) 'h.

(28)

The term with coefficient Q12 obviously describes
a parametric sum excitation: a photon of frequency
w v = ( E 1k + E 2 -k) /11 decomposes into a pair, consisting of magnons of the different branches. In
constructing an expression for the probability of
this process, we take into account that the final
state is none other than these two magnons; therefore for the density of the final states we take the
expression used by White and Sparks [SJ and by us
( cf. above ) ,
p(E) =Yitf;,:n(YI?+ (ro,-ro;) 2];
Ylt

=

1']1k

+ 1']2-k,

Wf

=

ffii = ffitk

+ ffi2-k·

For the occupation numbers we get the following
equations:
n.

=

nlk

4nro.Q 122
Yl2k) [(n. + 1) nlkn2k- nv (nlk + 1) (n2k + 1)],

n (Yilk +

=-

ri.- 21']1k (nlk- iilk),
(29)

n

from these, the requirement of stationarity ( 1k
= 2k = 0 ) allows us to obtain the threshold amplitude of the field of frequency wv = Wtk + W2k:

n

hyocr =min {2/i(1']tk'YJ2k)'"/ JQ121}
~min {2(11H2ki1H,k)'i•(ezketk)'i•J (e2k- e,k)}.

(30)

Beginning with this value of the amplitude, the
amount of energy absorbed by the specimen increases abruptly.
The influence on the antiferromagnet of analternating magnetic field hy of the difference frequency is taken into account by the term in (28)
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with the combination of operators cvc 1kc;k. which
describes a process of simultaneous annihilation
of a photon and of a low-frequency magnon and
creation of a high-frequency magnon. The equations for the rate of change of the occupation
numbers, determined by this process and the
process inverse to it, have the form 2>

.

nv= 2(

=

nlk

/122
'IJlk

+

'l12k

) [nv(n2k-nlk)+n2k(nlk+

nv- 2'1Jlk (nlk- nlk)'

n2k

= -

1)]·

nv- 2'1]2k (n2k- 7i2k)'
(31)

where
/12

= 2Av(2nliwv) 'hPtz/ li.

From the condition of stationarity ( n1k
we find

=

n2 k

experimental observation of the effect is more
probable. Further it should be mentioned that by
iisk in formula (33) may be understood not necessarily the temperature-equilibrium value of the
occupation numbers, but a stationary distribution
established by an arbitrary method without participation of difference pumping. In the antiferromagnets considered, because of the favorable
value of w 10 (in the usual fields, in the microwave range), it is experimentally simple to create
an appreciable above-equilibrium population n 10
(for example, by a field hz cos w 10t ) , and this
gives a possibility of controlling absorption of
power at frequency w20 - w 10 (usually in the
submillimeter range ) .

= 0 ),

6. CONCLUSION

Hence, in particular, it is clear that the values of
n1k and n 2k do not become infinite for any positive
value of nv. This indicates that an alternating
magnetic field of the difference frequency cannot
excite parametric resonance. The equalities (32),
however, show that the presence of difference
pumping causes a redistribution of the populations
of the spin waves (with those k's for which wv
= w 2k - w tk) and is accompanied by absorption of
power:

Q=

In conclusion, for best review of the results, we
present a table in which are collected all the effects
considered above. In the process diagrams only the
direct process is represented; the straight arrows
with numbers 1 or 2 denote quanta of the appropriate uniform precession, the different wavy arrows
denote spin waves of the different branches with
Process! Polariza-~ Frequency
diagram tton of
of field h
field h

I

Threshold amplitude

Four-magnon instability of low-frequency AFMR

z

ro1o

y

(!)10

(E2k- Etk)nv

= _

ho2Ptz2 (B2k- Btk) (ntk- nzk)
, (33)
21i2 ['l]tk + 'l]zk
ho2Ptz2 ('l]tk-t
'1]2k-1 )/41i2]

+

+

Absorption of power at a difference frequency
for an antiferromagnet with anisotropy of the
"easy axis" type was treated by Kaganov and
Chupis [ 13 ]. Comparison of results shows that
in antiferromagnets with anisotropy of the ''easy
plane" type, the amount of nonlinear coupling between branches is much greater, and therefore

Three·magnon instability of high-frequency AFMR

l:lH2ol:lH 1 xf2Ho,

II

2nMo (H A/H E)'l• ~ Ho:;_;, H AE/2
Four·magnon instability of high-frequency AFMR

III a

X

(!)20

Illb

X

(!)20

crm!'J.H2kf'
(!)20

2!'J.H2o

!'J.H2o crm!'J.Hlq
(!)20

r•

Low-frequency parallel pumping
IV

I

X

2rolk

.

{2rolk!'J.Hlk}

mm

imHD

High-frequency parallel pumping

2 )The expression for

nv

was obtained on the assumption
that the relaxational "washing out" of the branch is due more to
the influence of the field of the spin waves, that is
1'i1Jtk!Etk > 2rr/y (in the contrary cas~, the calculation is carried
out by analogy with["]). The appearance of the sum 7Jlk + 7J2k
in the denominator of this expression can be established with
the aid of the general formula for the probability of a transition
with allowance for the "line width" not only of the final, but
also of the initial state.

v

I

X

2ro2k

.

{2ro2k!'J.H2k}

mm

imHD

Parametric sum resonance
VI

y

(l)lk

+ (!)2k

I

min

{2(ro ro 2 .)'/,
lk k (!'J.H !'J.H )''•}
(!)2k- (l)lk
lk
2k

Parametric difference resonance
VII

I

y

(!)21< -(l)lk

I
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Process Diagrams

-1-·-J.

-f-jk

/x

-2-

;~
:rr

-2

--lie -2-/.

-z-;11(
.Jn.a

}
;.
;.
/k
I· /K

_.,._

JY

-v-

y

k ;o; 0, the straight arrow with the sign v denotes
a photon; ~Hso• ~H'sk are the complete "line
widths''. The formulas obtained may prove useful
in the use of nonlinear effects to determine relaxation constants of the magnetic materials considered.
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